
Boolean and Finite Domain solvers compared usingSelf Referential QuizzesAntonio J. Fern�andez Patricia M. HillLenguajes y Ciencias de la Computaci�on, School of Computer Studies,Universidad de M�alaga, University of Leeds,29071 Teatinos, M�alaga, Spain Leeds, LS2 9JT, Englande-mail: afdez@lcc.uma.es e-mail: hill@scs.leeds.ac.ukFax-number: +34-5-2131397AbstractCurrently there appears to be no impartial set of guidelines for choosing anappropriate constraint language for solving a speci�c constraint satisfaction prob-lem. A wrong choice can cause disastrous solutions, not only relative to e�cientperformances, but also with respect to the code clarity of the solution, which canbe important for future modi�cations. In this paper we make a comparative studybetween a signi�cant set of constraint logic programming languages in the set-ting of �nite domains. The chosen benchmarks consist of some unusual puzzlesincorporating di�cult and interesting aspects of constraint solving. By providingdi�erent solver implementations over the boolean domain, we compare di�erentconstraint languages for both expressiveness and e�ciency. Furthermore, to evalu-ate the boolean domain, an alternative more compact �nite domain representationthan the boolean solution is also studied.Keywords: Constraint Programming, Finite Domain, Choice-Point, ConstraintPropagator, Labeling Strategy, Solvers.1 IntroductionConstraint Logic Programming (CLP) keeps Logic Programming`s declarativeness butprovides the capacity for propagating constraints on speci�c domains. Among the usualconstraints domains, the Finite Domain (FD) [13] constitutes an adequate framework forsolving discrete constraint satisfaction problems. In this paper we make a comparativestudy which is an independent and objective assessment of the relative merits of CLPover FD.Traditionally, CLP languages have provided high-level predicates (constraints) forperforming specialised tasks very e�ciently; their implementation is hidden and, for thisreason, such solvers are called black boxes. The alternative glass box approach, allows theuser to control the constraint solver at a more detailed level [14]. Here we consider twoblack box constraint languages (ECLiPSe [1] and Oz [12]) and two glass box languages(clp(FD) [5] and CHR [8]), comparing both their expressiveness and their e�ciency, withparticular emphasis on the expressiveness. We chose these particular languages sinceall provide support for FD and boolean constraints, were free1, easy to obtain and verypopular within the CLP community.1Note this is the reason of the absence of commercial systems such as CHIP or ILOG Solver.



1. The �rst question whose answer is A is: (A) 4 (B) 3 (C) 2 (D) 1 (E) none of the above2. The only two consecutive questions with identical answers are:(A) 3 and 4 (B) 4 and 5 (C) 5 and 6 (D) 6 and 7 (E) 7 and 83. The next question with answer A is: (A) 4 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 7 (E) 84. The �rst even numbered question with answer B is: (A) 2 (B) 4 (C) 6 (D) 8 (E) 105. The only odd numbered question with answer C is: (A) 1 (B) 3 (C) 5 (D) 7 (E) 96. A question with answer D:(A) comes before this one, but not after this one (B) comes afterthis one, but not before this one (C) comes before and after this one(D) does not occur at all (E) none of the above7. The last question whose answer is E is: (A) 5 (B) 6 (C) 7 (D) 8 (E) 98. The number of questions whose answers are consonants is: (A) 7 (B) 6 (C) 5 (D) 4 (E) 39. The number of questions whose answers are vowels is: (A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 3 (E) 410.The answer to this question is: (A) A (B) B (C) C (D) D (E) EFigure 1: The puzzle SRQAlthough a number of traditional benchmark problems have been studied with so-lutions implemented in di�erent FD languages, most comparison work has been by thelanguage implementers themselves. The Self-Referential Quiz (SRQ), which is the mainbenchmark used here and de�ned in Figure 1, is one of a new class of puzzles �rst de-scribed in [9] where they were expressed as satis�ability problems with solutions in Oz.The SRQs are particularly appropriate since they incorporate a number of aspects thatchallenge both the expressiveness and e�ciency of the solvers.It is well known that the choice of representation can have a dramatic e�ect on thee�ciency of the solution of a problem. Therefore two di�erent representations were used.The �rst uses the boolean domain and represents each option for each question directly asa boolean variable, requiring �fty such variables. The second requires the �nite domainf1; 2; 3; 4; 5g and uses an approach similar to the usual representation for the n-queensproblem. This representation requires just ten variables to represent the solution.The contributions of the paper are as follows. The main contribution is to comparethe expressive power and e�ciency of four popular but very di�erent FD solvers. Thiscan help the best choice of an appropriate language for a particular problem. The secondcontribution is to contrast the boolean representation with a more compact FD represen-tation showing how the change of representation a�ects the results. In addition to thesecontributions, this study provides insights into where further research in the developmentof new CLP languages should be directed.The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 explains why SRQs are suitablefor our comparison and describes the original approach to solve the SRQ and a newapproach, similar to the well-known FD solution to the n-queens. In Section 3, byfocusing on small components of the SRQ, a study is made of the expressiveness of thedi�erent solvers. Section 4 compares the e�ciency. A short conclusion and a discussionof future work end this paper.2 Self referential quiz (SRQ): description2.1 Why Self Referential puzzles and why these solutions?Although there are other kinds of applications of constraint programming over FD, SRQsare particularly appropriate since they incorporate a number of aspects that challenge



A1 � A4 ^:A1 ^ :A2 ^:A3; A5 � C1 ^:C3 ^ :C5 ^ :C7 ^:C9;B1 � A3 ^:A1 ^ :A2; B5 � :C1 ^C3 ^ :C5 ^:C7 ^:C9;C1 � A2 ^ :A1; C5 � :C1 ^ :C3 ^ C5 ^:C7 ^ :C9;D1 � A1; D5 � :C1 ^:C3 ^ :C5 ^ C7 ^:C9;E1 � :A1 ^:A2 ^:A3 ^:A4; E5 � :C1 ^:C3 ^ :C5 ^ :C7 ^C9;0 � (A1 � A2) ^ (B1 � B2)^ (C1 � C2) ^ (D1 � D2)^ (E1 � E2), A6 � BeforeD ^:AfterD0 � (A2 � A3) ^ (B2 � B3)^ (C2 � C3) ^ (D2 � D3)^ (E2 � E3), B6 � :BeforeD ^AfterDA2 � (A3 � A4) ^ (B3 � B4)^ (C3 � C4) ^ (D3 � D4)^ (E3 � E4); C6 � BeforeD ^AfterDB2 � (A4 � A5)^ (B4 � B5) ^ (C4 � C5)^ (D4 � D5)^ (E4 � E5); D6 �Pi2f1:::10g Di = 0;C2 � (A5 � A6) ^ (B5 � B6)^ (C5 � C6) ^ (D5 � D6) ^ (E5 � E6); E6 � D6D2 � (A6 � A7)^ (B6 � B7) ^ (C6 � C7) ^ (D6 � D7) ^ (E6 � E7);E2 � (A7 � A8)^ (B7 � B8) ^ (C7 � C8)^ (D7 � D8) ^ (E7 � E8); A7 � E5 ^:E6 ^:E7 ^:E8 ^ :E9 ^ :E10;0 � (A8 � A9) ^ (B8 � B9)^ (C8 � C9) ^ (D8 � D9)^ (E8 � E9), B7 � E6 ^:E7 ^:E8 ^:E9 ^:E10;0 � (A9 � A10) ^ (B9 � B10) ^ (C9 � C10) ^ (D9 � D10) ^ (E9 � E10); C7 � E7 ^ :E8 ^ :E9 ^ :E10;D7 � E8 ^ :E9 ^ :E10;A3 � A4; E7 � E9 ^ :E10;B3 � A5 ^:A4;C3 � A6 ^ :A4 ^:A5; A8 �Pi2f1:::10gBi + Ci + Di = 7;D3 � A7 ^ :A4 ^:A5 ^:A6; B8 �Pi2f1:::10gBi + Ci +Di = 6;E3 � A8 ^:A4 ^:A5 ^:A6 ^ :A7; C8 �Pi2f1:::10gBi + Ci +Di = 5;D8 �Pi2f1:::10g Bi + Ci +Di = 4;A4 � B2; E8 �Pi2f1:::10g Bi + Ci +Di = 3;B4 � B4 ^:B2;C4 � B6 ^:B2 ^ :B4; A9 �Pi2f1:::10g Ai + Ei = 0;D4 � B8 ^ :B2 ^:B4 ^:B6; B9 �Pi2f1:::10g Ai + Ei = 1;E4 � B10 ^:B2 ^ :B4 ^:B6 C9 �Pi2f1:::10g Ai + Ei = 2;D9 �Pi2f1:::10g Ai + Ei = 3;E9 �Pi2f1:::10g Ai + Ei = 4;Figure 2: SRQ as a Satis�ability Problem using 50 variablesboth the expressiveness and e�ciency of the solvers. Our purpose is to evaluate andcompare a very wide set of FD and Boolean propagators incorporated in each of thelanguages studied here. For that reason, although more e�cient solutions can be devised2,the two SRQ solutions shown in this paper require, in particular, a wide and signi�cantset of di�erent propagators over FD and Boolean variables, important for our comparativestudy.2.2 The original ideaThe SRQ shown in Figure 2 shows the formulation of the SRQ as satis�ability problem.Each question has �ve options, and each of these options is expressed as a logical formulausing the connectives: conjunction, disjunction, negation and equivalence. There are 50boolean variables lij (i 2 f1 . . . 10g and j 2 fA;B;C;D;Eg) where lij has the value trueif the answer to question i is j and false otherwise. Thus we call this formulation the50 variables solution. Note than in Figure 2 only 9 of the questions have a formulation.Question 10 is redundant and does not contribute to the solution. The additional variableBeforeD is de�ned to have the truth value of D1 _ D2 _ D3 _D4 _D5, and AfterD isde�ned to have the truth value of D7 _D8 _D9 _D10.Only one alternative may be true for each question. Thus, we also have the constraintsAj+Bj+Cj+Dj+Ej = 1 (j 2 f1 : : : 10g) (1)2Such as that suggested by Mark Wallace (personal communication), now available in [7].



(Q1 = 1) � (Q4 = 1)^Vi2f1;2;3g(Qi 6= 1); (Q6 = 1) � BeforeQ4 ^:AfterQ4;(Q1 = 2) � (Q3 = 1)^Vi2f1;2g(Qi 6= 1); (Q6 = 2) � :BeforeQ4 ^AfterQ4;(Q1 = 3) � (Q2 = 1)^ (Q1 6= 1); (Q6 = 3) � BeforeQ4 ^AfterQ4;(Q1 = 4) � (Q1 = 1); (�) (Q6 = 4) �Vi2f1:::10g(Qi 6= 4);(Q1 = 5) � Vi2f1;2;3;4g(Qi 6= 1); (Q6 = 5) � (Q6 = 4); (�)(Q2 = 1) � (Q3 = Q4); (Q7 = 1) � (Q5 = 5)^Vi2f6:::10g(Qi 6= 5);(Q2 = 2) � (Q4 = Q5); (Q7 = 2) � (Q6 = 5)^Vi2f7:::10g(Qi 6= 5);(Q2 = 3) � (Q5 = Q6); (Q7 = 3) � (Q7 = 5)^Vi2f8:::10g(Qi 6= 5); (�)(Q2 = 4) � (Q6 = Q7); (Q7 = 4) � (Q8 = 5)^Vi2f9:::10g(Qi 6= 5);(Q2 = 5) � (Q7 = Q8); (Q7 = 5) � (Q9 = 5)^ (Q10 6= 5);(Q3 = 1) � (Q4 = 1); (Q8 = 1) �Pi2f1:::10gBCDi = 7;(Q3 = 2) � (Q5 = 1)^ (Q4 6= 1); (Q8 = 2) �Pi2f1:::10gBCDi = 6;(Q3 = 3) � (Q6 = 1)^Vi2f4;5g(Qi 6= 1); (Q8 = 3) �Pi2f1:::10gBCDi = 5;(Q3 = 4) � (Q7 = 1)^Vi2f4;5;6g(Qi 6= 1); (Q8 = 4) �Pi2f1:::10gBCDi = 4;(Q3 = 5) � (Q8 = 1)^Vi2f4;5;6;7g(Qi 6= 1); (Q8 = 5) �Pi2f1:::10gBCDi = 3;(Q4 = 1) � (Q2 = 2); (Q9 = 1) �Pi2f1:::10g AEi = 0;(Q4 = 2) � (Q4 = 2)^ (Q2 6= 2); (Q9 = 2) �Pi2f1:::10g AEi = 1;(Q4 = 3) � (Q6 = 2)^Vi2f2;4g(Qi 6= 2); (Q9 = 3) �Pi2f1:::10g AEi = 2;(Q4 = 4) � (Q8 = 2)^Vi2f2;4;6g(Qi 6= 2); (Q9 = 4) �Pi2f1:::10g AEi = 3;(Q4 = 5) � (Q10 = 2)^Vi2f2;4;6;8g(Qi 6= 2); (Q9 = 5) �Pi2f1:::10g AEi = 4;(Q5 = 1) � (Q1 = 3)^Vi2f3;5;7;9g(Qi 6= 3); T o enforce the 0only0 part of question 2 (Figure 1)(Q5 = 2) � (Q3 = 3)^Vi2f1;5;7;9g(Qi 6= 3); Q1 6= Q2; Q2 6= Q3(Q5 = 3) � (Q5 = 3)^Vi2f1;3;7;9g(Qi 6= 3); Q8 6= Q9; Q9 6= Q10(Q5 = 4) � (Q7 = 3)^Vi2f1;3;5;9g(Qi 6= 3);(Q5 = 5) � (Q9 = 3)^Vi2f1;3;5;7g(Qi 6= 3);Figure 3: SRQ as a Satis�ability Problem using 10 variablesThe problem consists in �nding an assignment of the variables Ai; Bi; Ci;Di andEi (i 2 f1 : : : 10g) to truth values such that formula (1) and all the formulas in Figure 2hold. This formulation was translated to an Oz program in [9]. In Figure 4 the table tothe left shows the solution to SRQ by this approach.2.3 An alternative approachA more compact representation would have a single variable for each question and assignthe code for the correct answer for that question to the variable (in the style of theusual representation for the n-queens problem). For that reason, a formulation for SRQinvolving only 10 FD variables, which we call the 10 variables solution and shown inFigure 3, is studied here. There is exactly one �nite domain variable Qi (i 2 f1; : : : ; g)for each of the ten questions. Each Qi takes a value in the domain 1..5 such that theanswer to the i0th question is in the position of Qi in the list [A; : : : ; E]. The problemcomprises �nding a value for each of the Qi such that all the formulas in Figure 3 hold.The additional variable BCDi (in the formula for question 8) is 1 if Qi 2 f2; 3; 4g and0 otherwise and AEi (in the formula for question 9) is 1 if Qi 2 f1; 5g and 0 otherwise(i 2 f1 : : : 10g). The variable BeforeQ4 has the truth value of Wi2f1:::5g(Qi = 4), andAfterQ4 the truth value of Wi2f7:::10g(Qi = 4) . The table to the right in Figure 4 showsthe solution by this approach.Note the constraints marked with (*) in the Figure 3 are obviously inconsistent be-



A B C D E Q1 0 0 1 0 0 32 1 0 0 0 0 13 0 1 0 0 0 24 0 1 0 0 0 25 1 0 0 0 0 16 0 1 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 1 58 0 1 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 0 1 510 0 0 0 1 0 4Figure 4: Solutions to SRQ using 50 and 10 variablescause they constrain an FD variable to have more than one value at the same time. Weobserve that such constraints can lead to the removal of inconsistent values from thedomain of the variables before any choices are made (meaning a priori-pruning in thesearch space).The 10 variables solution uses a form of meta-constraint, that is, a constraint overconstraints. This means that the constraint logical connectives are applied on constraintexpressions where a constraint expression is either an arithmetic constraint (in the wayof Qi = n) or a combination of constraint expressions using the logical FD connectives.3 Comparing the expressiveness of the solversIn this section we contrast the expressiveness of the four chosen languages: clp(FD),ECLiPSe, Oz and CHR by implementing the 50 and 10 variables solutions to the SRQin each of these languages. The clp(FD), ECLiPSe and Oz solvers are described in Sub-section 3.1 and compared in Subsection 3.2. The CHR solvers are considered separatelyin Subsection 3.3 since the CHR language is so exible that CHR solutions can be writtenin each of the styles of the other languages.Before discussing the actual expressiveness, we briey mention the ease with which wecould learn the di�erent CLP systems. This of course depends on many factors, includingthe learners background, availability of helpful documentation and personal tuition. Fromour perspective (used to both Prolog and functional programming languages), we foundclp(FD) the easiest to master and CHR the hardest. In clp(FD) there was one mainconstraint to learn and this was in the form of a (declarative) Prolog predicate. Wefound the black-box constraints in Eclipse straightforward to use since they were builton Prolog and provided useful high-level tools needed for the problem. With Oz, thereis more to learn before the language can be used e�ectively, but, in our case, it had theadvantage that we already had an Oz implementation of the problem.3.1 Describing the solversOz. The Oz solutions are closest to the SRQ formulations shown in Figures 2 and 3.The 50-variables solver uses a rei�ed constraint form to express the clauses of Figure 2.Constraints in rei�ed form means that their ful�lment is reected back into a FD variable.For example, X = (Y + Z >: V ) constrains X to 1 as soon as the inequation is knownto be true and to 0 as soon as the inequation is known to be false. On the other hand,constraining X to 1 imposes the inequation, and constraining X to 0 imposes its negation.For instance, the clausal formula relative to the variable A6 in Figure 2 is written in the



following wayBeforeD = D:1 +D:2 +D:3 +D:4 +D:5AfterD = D:7 +D:8 +D:9 +D:10A:6 = BeforeD � ~AfterD (2)The arithmetic Oz propagators �; + and ~ were rede�ned as the boolean propaga-tors conjunction, disjunction and negation. The 10-variables solver uses meta-constraintscombined with rei�ed constraints. For instance, the �rst logical formula relative to Q6 inFigure 3 is expressed as follows3BeforeQ4 = ((Q1 =: 4) + (Q2 =: 4) + (Q3 =: 4) + (Q4 =: 4) + (Q5 =: 4))AfterQ4 = ((Q7 =: 4) + (Q8 =: 4) + (Q9 =: 4) + (Q10 =: 4))(Q6 =: 1) = (BeforeQ4 � ~AfterQ4) (3)ECLiPSe. ECLiPSe does not admit a rei�ed constraint form. For that reason, solverswith both 50 and 10 variables were written using meta-constraints. For instance, the50-variables solver codes the formula relative to the variable A6 in Figure 2 as follows(BeforeD#= 1)#, (D1# = 1)#n=(D2# = 1)#n=(D3# = 1)#n=(D4# = 1)#n=(D5# = 1);(AfterD# = 1)#, (D7# = 1)#n=(D8# = 1)#n=(D9# = 1)#n=(D10# = 1),(A6# = 1)#, (BeforeD# = 1)#=n(AfterD# = 0)#=n and #n= are conjunction and disjunction propagators respectively, and #, is theequivalence propagator between constraint expressions whereas # = is the arithmeticequivalence propagator between rational terms4.In a similar way, the 10-variables solver writes the formula relative to Q6 as follows(BeforeQ4# = 1)#, (Q1# = 4)#n=(Q2# = 4)#n=(Q3# = 4)#n=(Q4# = 4)#n=(Q5# = 4);(AfterQ4# = 1)#, (Q7# = 4)#n=(Q8# = 4)#n=(Q9#= 4)#n=(Q10# = 4);(Q6# = 1)#, (BeforeQ4# = 1)#=n(AfterQ4# = 0)clp(FD). The 50-variables solution shows little resemblance to the clausal formulationof SRQ in Figure 2 because the code is closer to traditional Prolog style. For instance,the logical formula relative to the variable A6 in Figure 2 is written as follows:or(D1; D2; DD12); or(D3;D4;DD34); or(DD12;DD34;DD1234);or(DD1234; D5;BeforeD); or(D7;D8;DD78); or(D9;D10;DD910);or(DD78; DD910;AfterD); not(AfterD;AfterDn); and(BeforeD;AfterDn;A6)which is far from the clarity of the Oz solution. Moreover, implementing a 10-variablessolution in clp(FD) highlights certain problem with the lack of expressiveness. Thislimitation appears when we try to express meta-constraints. For example the follow-ing constraint expresses that the variable BeforeQ4 in Figure 3 has the truth value ofWi2f1:::5g(Qi = 4)3Note that =: is the equivalence propagator.4A rational term is a term constructed from integers and integer domain variables using the arith-metic operations +;�; � and =.



(BeforeQ4 = 1), (Q1 = 4)_ (Q2 = 4)_ (Q3 = 4)_ (Q4 = 4)_ (Q5 = 4) (4)Note that the problem consists of detecting when a constraint (BeforeQ4 = 1) is nowtrue. In [3] is shown how to express directly that kind of constraints in the FD with X inr constraint by the entailment of FD constraints, but this is not implemented. However,this can be done in clp(FD) by means of user functions written in C. These functionsaccept ranges or terms as argument. For instance for writing the constraint (4) we usecalls to the predicate 0x = a , b0=3. The semantics of a call 0x = a , b0(X;A;B) is:X = A iff B is true (i.e. B = 1). This predicate is de�ned in the same way as in themagic square's solution given in [5]:0x = a, b0(X;A;B) :� B in 0X To B0(dom(X); A); X in 0B To X 0(val(B); A):where 0X To B05 and 0B To X 06 are user functions coded in C. Then, the constraint (4)is expressed as follows:0x = a, b0(BeforeQ4; 1; B1); 0x = a, b0(Q1; 4; B2); 0x = a, b0(Q2; 4; B3);0x = a, b0(Q3; 4; B4); 0x = a, b0(Q4; 4; B5); 0x = a, b0(Q5; 4; B6);or(B2; B3; B23); or(B4; B5; B45); or(B23; B45; B2345); or(B2345; B6; B1)The inclusion of C code means that the program is not fully declarative. Moreover,just for this one constraint, nine additional boolean variables (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6,B23, B45, B2345) are necessary, complicating the code. Since the SRQ puzzle contains 50options, expressed in a similar syntax to the constraint (4), the total number of extra FDvariables needed for the solution is quite high. In larger puzzles the number of variablesmight be unmanageable. Because of this limitation, we did not implement a 10-variablessolver in clp(FD).3.2 The solvers comparedThe expressiveness is analysed relative to the similarity of the code of each solver to theSRQ clausal formulations shown in Figures 2 and 3. The conclusions are the following:Oz. Oz shows a higher expressiveness than clp(FD) and ECLiPSe because it� Uses a rei�ed constraint form and admits in�x7 propagators with concatenation8.� Propagators can operate directly over boolean variables as in (2) or over constraintexpressions as in (3).ECLiPSe. This also has a high expressiveness. The propagators can be written inan in�x form and concatenated as in Oz. But there are two di�erences with Oz. First,some propagators are limited to operate on constraint expressions over FD variables andnot directly over these. For instance, to express that the negation of a boolean variableX must be true, it is not possible to write simply ~X (as Oz does), but (X# = 0) or(Xn# = 1). Secondly, the code required some additional variables to write the boolean5This function returns 1 if X = A, O if X 6= A and 0::1 otherwise.6This function is triggered as soon as B is instantiated and yields A if B = 1 or else the range 0::1nA.7To the style of argi R argj, where R is a constraint propagator, and argi and argj its arguments.8In the way arg0 R1 arg1 R2 : : :Rn�1 argn�1 Rn argn; where Ri is a propagator (i 2 f1 : : :ng).



domain solution (these are required for the summation of boolean variables).clp(FD). The 50-variables solution shows little resemblance to the clausal formulationof the SRQ shown in Figure 2. The reasons are the following:� The code includes a large number of extra FD variables.�Most of the constraint propagators have a relational pre�x form9 close to the writingstyle of traditional Prolog. Thus, it is not possible to employ the concatenation shown inECLiPSe and Oz which clari�es the code and would save the addition of extra variables.� Some constraints cannot be expressed in a direct way using built-in predicates.For instance, when we tried to express D6 = Pi2f1:::10gDi = 0, (see Figure 2) the sameproblem mentioned in Subsection 3.1 was found. This constraint is expressed in form ofmeta-constraints (Pi2f1:::10gDi = 0) , (D6 = 1). To solve this, it was necessary touse the predicate 0x = a, b0=3 (see Subsection 3.1) as follows:SmD = D1 +D2 +D3 +D4 +D5 +D6 +D7 +D8 +D9 +D10;0x = a, b0(SmD; 0; D6);+ is the summation propagator for FD variables. Questions 8 and 9 were written anal-ogously. Note that it is not possible use the built-in equivalence propagator equiv/3 [5]over the variable SmD because its domain is the range 0..10 (and equiv=3 operates onlyin the boolean domain).3.3 CHR: a special mentionExpressively speaking, CHR deserves a special consideration due to its exibility forwriting solvers. Its particular glass-box approach allows one to express the same solversin di�erent styles. To demonstrate this exibility, the clp(FD) solution was used as amodel for a CHR solver involving 50 boolean variables. The di�erent clp(FD) booleanpropagators were simulated by the CHR constraints. For example, the clp(FD) sym-bolic boolean constraint only one(+L) [6] (used to implement the formula (1)) which istrue if exactly one boolean variable of the list L is equal to 1, was coded in CHR as follows:only one(L), atleast(1; L; 1); atmost(1; L; 1):where , de�nes the simpli�cation over user-de�ned constraints in CHR. The call at-most(1,L,1) is true if at most one element of the list L is equal to 1 and the atleast/3predicate was de�ned in a similar way.Meta-constraints and rei�ed constraints are no problem in CHR. We also implementedthe CHR solver involving 10 FD variables using a style similar to the solution in Oz. Wede�ne an equivalence propagator between constraint expressions by means of the de�ni-tion of a solve/2 predicate which receives in its �rst argument a logical restriction overvariable constraints (that is a meta-constraint) or FD variables and returns in its secondargument the result of it. To impose a constraint it is enough to impose a true value inthe last argument and write the constraint as the �rst argument. For instance, this CHRsolver expresses in a similar style to Oz the formula relative to Q6 in Figure 3 as follows:9In the way of R(X,Y,Result), where R is a propagator and X,Y and Result are FD boolean variables.



solve(BeforeQ4, (Q1 = 4) + (Q2 = 4) + (Q3 = 4) + (Q4 = 4) + (Q5 = 4); 1);solve(AfterQ4, (Q7 = 4) + (Q8 = 4) + (Q9 = 4) + (Q10 = 4); 1);solve((Q6 = 1), (BeforeQ4 � ~AfterQ4); 1):4 Experimental results4.1 Implementations over boolean domainHere, we present the performances of the set of solvers for the SRQ implemented under theapproach shown in Subsection 2.2. SRQ solutions have been implemented in ECLiPSe10,CHR11 and clp(FD)12. We have modi�ed the original Oz solution in its labeling strategy13because we wanted to do the e�ciency comparisons under the same conditions of labeling.Two of the most popular labeling strategies have been chosen. Every solver involves 50boolean variables in the same way that the original solution in Oz, and Table 1 summarisesthe results. Note Oz is taken as reference because it provides the original solution. Allthe results have been calculated using the same 4/50 SPARCstation IPX (40 MHz).language labeling strategy time �rst time all speedupclp(FD) indomain 90 110 4.62� 80 110 5.00ECLiPSe indomain 850 1000 # 2.04� 933 1083 # 2.33CHR chr 6150 (in) # 14.78(�) # 15.37Oz indomain 416 434 1.00� 400 416 1.00Table 1: Performance results of the 50-variables solvers for the SRQThe meaning of the columns is as follows. The �rst column gives the name of theconstraint language used in the implementation. The next column gives the labelingstrategy used. The word indomain means that a consistent value to a FD variable hasbeen assigned from the minimumof its domain (through backtracking, all possibles valuescan be enumerated). The word � indicates the use of the �rst fail principle heuristic.The word chr means the built-in labeling feature for constraint handling rules (CHR) hasbeen used. The third column gives the running time to �nd the �rst (and unique) answer,measured in milliseconds. The next column shows the time to explore the whole searchspace. The last column gives the average speed-up in relation to the original solutionin Oz. The symbol # indicates that the following number is the average slow-down inrelation to the Oz solution. (in) and (�) in the rows of the CHR language means thecomparison is done relative to the indomain and �rst fail labeling strategy respectively.The results show clp(FD) solver is clearly the fastest, while Oz is more than twice asfast as ECLiPSe. The CHR solver presents the weakest results. This is to be expectedsince the CHR used here is implemented on the top of the ECLiPSe system. Because the10version ECLiPSe 3.5.11Available as library of ECLiPSe.12version clp(FD) 2.21.13When no more propagation was possible, the variable on which more propagators depend was chosen,and then its maximal value was tried �rst. In this case, the most suitable strategy was used and thegeneral condition could propagate much better.



slow-down for CHR is so high we only provide the result for the �rst solution search. Notethat, although we have tried to develop optimal solutions to the problem for each solver,the authors are not experts in any of the constraint languages tested. It is thereforepossible that some of the di�erences in performance are due to an inappropriate use ofthe constraint systems rather than the underlying implementations themselves.language labeling strategy time �rst time all speedup speedup precECLiPSe indomain 566 900 # 1.36 1.50� 583 933 # 1.45 1.60CHR chr 4400 (in) # 10.57 1.39(�) # 11.00 1.39Oz indomain 318 418 1.30 1.30� 317 400 1.26 1.26Table 2: Comparable results of the 10-variables solution for the SRQ4.2 Solvers under the 10 FD variables approachUsing the 10 variables formulation in Subsection 2.3, we implemented solutions to theSRQ in ECLiPSe, CHR, and Oz14. Note we have not implemented a clp(FD) under thisapproach due to the limitation explained in Section 3.1. Table 2 shows the performanceresults of these solutions. The meanings for the columns are the same as in Table 1, whereagain the column speedup shows the speed-up factor relative to the original solution in Ozwith 50 boolean variables, and the additional column speedup prec indicates the speed-upfactor with respect to the 50-variables solver implemented in the same language (resultsin Table 1). This gives an idea about the gain obtained under the 10-variables approachwith respect to the 50-variables solver. All solvers implemented under the 10-FD variablesapproach improve the performances of the solvers implemented in the style of the originalOz solution involving 50-FD boolean variables. Therefore, the e�ciency of the solvinghas been improved.4.3 Comparing the constraint propagationThe hardness of this kind of puzzle seems to be in the number of choice-points it isnecessary to do for �nding a solution. For that reason, we compare the di�erent Oz solversunder the two di�erent approaches (50 and 10 variables) giving them to a particularinference machine (which performs the search) called Explorer tool [11] which allows tovisualise the search tree and the choice nodes (circles), failure nodes (squares) and solutionnodes (diamonds). The left tree in Figure 5 shows the search tree of the original Ozprogram for �rst solution search in the SRQ solving using the �rst fail labeling strategy.It contains 27 nodes (13 choice nodes, 13 failure ones and 1 solution one). The right treeshows, in the same conditions, the 10-variables solution which contains 9 nodes with only5 choice nodes. This is a signi�cant reduction by 66% in the number of nodes and 62%in the number of choices nodes. The amount of constraint propagation depends on thenumber of choices it is necessary to do for �nding a solution. Thus, this reduction meansthe solution involving 10 FD variables leads to an increase in the constraint propagation.14Version Oz 2.



Figure 5: The Oz Explorer on SRQ solving using �rst fail labeling for �rst solution search5 Conclusions and further workIn this paper we have provided some guidelines to make a correct election of the constraintlanguage to use in the solving of constraint satisfaction problems. Four di�erent languagesunder two di�erent approaches (black-box, glass-box) has been compared by implementingsolvers for a new puzzle that combines features of the magic square's puzzle with then-queens' problem. From the e�ciency point of view, clp(FD) is the best languagefor solving discrete problems involving boolean variables whereas, for the non-boolean�nite domain, Oz gives a good performance. From the expressiveness point of view,we have shown the exibility of CHR language for writing solvers. The limitations ofthe current version of clp(FD) for writing constraints involving implications of �nitedomain constraints has been highlighted15. Thus to summarise, for maximum e�ciencyuse clp(FD), for maximum expressiveness use CHR, while for an equilibrium betweenexpressiveness and e�ciency, the Oz language appears best.The SRQ and the formulations shown in Figures 2 and 3 used in this study combine anumber of interesting features. Furthermore, the codes used for the solutions are availableover Internet in [7]. Thus these puzzles can provide a useful benchmark for evaluatingnew implementations of existing languages as well as a basis for studying new languageextensions.Formal studies such as that made here could also be done to compare various spe-cial characteristics of constraint languages used in real life applications such as featureconstraints, coroutining, delayed constraints, multiple head atoms, pseudo-boolean con-straints, linear constraints and cumulative constraints. These studies are currently beingextended to include clp(B) [4], clp(PB) [2], and clp(B/FD) [5] languages and commercialsystems such as SICStus, IF/Prolog, CHIP and Ilog Solver. Solutions will be availablein [7] for each of the languages.It is clear that a language with the expressiveness of CHR but with an e�ciencycomparable with clp(FD) is desirable. Thus future research could consider how theseglass-box approaches to constraints could be merged. Alternatively, designing an e�cientimplementation of a CHR solver would make the CHR approach more competitive.15A possible solution could be found in the CCP (Concurrent Constraint Programming) framework[10] which allows for a new operation called Ask and that is really an if-then where the test is a constraintto be checked and the then part is any predicate (including the tell of a constraint).
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